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of the time it is only required to drive the moving parts of the machine against ffictional resistance. At intervals, however, the punch must be forced through metal which offers shearing resistance to its action. Hither the belt or tly wheel, or the two combined, must be capable of overcoming this resistance. A punch makes 30 strokes per minute, and enters the die J inch. It is required to punch \ inch holes in steel plates k inch thick. The shearing strength of the steel is about 50,000 Ibs. per square inch. When the punch just touches the plate the surface which offers shearing resistance to its action equals the surface of the hole which results from the punching, ra//, in which d -diameter of hole or punch, / thickness of plate. The maximum shearing resistance, therefore, equals tt:| X k \ 50,000 58,900 Ibs. As the punch advances through the plate the resistance decreases because the surface in shear decreases, and when the punch just passes through the plate* the resistance becomes zero, If the change of resistance be assumed uniform (which would probably be approximately true) the mean resistance to punching would equal the maximum resistance | minimum resistance, -:-s,
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the punch*12 in. In Fig. 187 the circle represents the path of the crank-pin center. Its vertical diameter then represents the travel of the punch. If the actuating mechanism be a slotted cross-head, as is usual, it is a case of harmonic motion, and it may be assumed that while the punch travels vertically from ,4 to B, the crank-pin center travels in the semicircle ACB. Let BD and DE each»-<J inch. Then when the punch reaches E it just touches the plate to be punched, winch is J inch thick, and when it reaches D it has just passed through the plute. Draw the horizontal lines EF and DO mid the radial lines ()(/ and OF. Then, while the punch passes through the plate, the crank-pin center moves from P to (/, or through an angle (in this case)

